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Abstract - Manufacturing pharma
ceuticals are continuously looking
Jo r waste reduction to improve their
processes and increase the manu
facturing output. Granulation area
capacity increase was evaluated for
a solid dosage pharmaceutical indus
try in Las Piedras (LP), Puerto Rico.
Volume increasefor a phannaceutical
product is driving additional capacity
requirement for granulation. Also,
it was required to eliminate non—value
added (NVA) tasks during the granu
lation activities. DA4AJC process and
its tools were used to increase the gra
nulation capacity. Kaizen principles,
process mapping and cycle efficiency,
among others were used, providing
a high-level view of the value stream
being targeted in the improvement.
Improvements such as new Ways of
Working (WOW) to run two batches
in parallel among others were actions
implemented to granulation product
capacity increase. As results of this
project, the business benefits were a
cost benefit of time saving 27% cycle
time, representing 36 lots/month with
a revenue of$1,947,886 per month.

Problem Statement
A pharmaceutical industry in Las

Piedras, Puerto Rico is focused in
manufacturing solid product (ta
blets). As business competition is
growing and get tougher, there is
much pressure on manufacturing
and service organizations to beco
me more productive and efficient.
Manufacturing area is constantly
pressured to improve quality~ de
crease manufacturing cost and
increasing production volumes
with less resources. Therefore,
the organization must reduce the
cycle time and improve customer
satisfaction.

The granulation area volume in
crease for pharmaceutical pro
duct is driving additional capa
city requirement for granulation.
Granulation capacity exceeded in
year 2019 even with 24 hours ope
rations. The current output for
granulation area is 4-5 lots/day
(130 lots/month) with a manu
facturing cycle time of 4.4 hours /
lot. The company requirements
and forecasts must increase the
granulation output to produce at
least 160 lots per month, monthly,
to meet the demand of 2019 and
2020. Each granulation lot is fina
lly used to produce a solid dosage
tablet.

Tablets are the most prescribed
dosage form. The reason for this
popularity is that tablets offer a
convenient form of drug adn,i
nistration, provide dosage uril
formity from tablet to tablet, are
stable over extended and diverse
storage conditions, and can be
produced on high-speed com
pression, labeling and packaging

equipment. As a result tablets
production technology is cons
tantly undergoing improvements
that enhance theft ability to deli
ver, with precision, a desired drug
in a dosage form intended for irn
mediate or extended therapeutic
effect. In addition, the growth of
the generic industry, as well as
increased competition from both
foreign and domestic markets,
require that a tablet manufacturer
have greater concem regarding
the economics of tablet produc
tion by introducing less labor-in
tensive, higher-productivity ma
nufacturing methods for making
the increasing number of tablets
products available today [1].

Also, as part of this project de
sign it is important identi~, the
potential NVA tasks during the
granulation activities and define
the strategy to minimize or era
dicates it. There is a necessity of
the companies to keep the balance
between theft operations and the
dedication of resources for manu
facturing. For this reason, on 2019,
the pharmaceutical industry in LP
evaluated the necessity to increa
se the capacity for the granulation
process pursuing the business be
nefits with a better work orgariiza
tion, standardization, granulation
availability to meet the demand,
and improve the cycle time.

Research Description
This design project considered to
increase the granulation product
output to produce at least 160
lots per month on a monthly ba
sis, to meet the demand of 2020,
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2021 and subsequent years. It is
important this output incremen
tation for additional capacity re
quirement due to LP pharmaceu
tical products growth. Currenfly,
the pharmaceutical industry in LP
is the only supplier for Granula
tion product because of external
manufacturing (India) complian
ce issues. Therefore, this design
project could result in significant
output and cost benefits for the
company and other related orga
nizations.

Research Objectives
The objectives were defined based
on a requirement of the LP Ope
ration Site to improve company
performance to meet the demand
and to be more competitive. The
improvements enhance value or
excellence, and these characteris
tics are part of the pillars of the
company, and these objectives
obey the need to show the capaci
ty of making a more efficient pro
duction and better cost because
the plant is being compared aga
inst the network. The following
are the objectives of this research
work:
• Implement of parallel activities.
• Decrease the manufacturing
cycle time by 27% (1 hour/lot, at
leastl700hours /year).
• Increase Granulation lots Out
put: 7 — 8 lots/day, Aprox.157
lots/month.
• Meet demand requirement.
• Eliminate NVA tasks activities
(no waiting time, simultaneously
activities).
• Standardize Work, visual fac
tory and improve area organiza
tion through 5S methodology im
plementation.

Research Contributions
The execution and implementa
tion of improvements in granula
tion area wifi contribute to achie

ye the demand responsiveness,
reducing the granulation cycle
time and resulting in an incre
mentation of production output (7
—8 lots/day, Aprox.157 -160 lots/
month). The actual output is 4-5
lot/days, 130 lots / month. These
improvements resulting in a busi
ness benefit will provide a better
and efficient new WOW, better
work organization and standar
dization. In terms of compliance,
this project wifi be contributing in
the improvement of the area or
ganization due to 5S methodolo
gy implementation and reducing
material and equipment exposure
time to the environment (quality).
Cost reduction from the elimi
nation of the Non-Value Added
related to different waste such as
waiting for material, waiting for
people and downtime. It inclu
des to perform a granulation and
milling/Pack-off activities simul
taneously in the same Room (Pa
rallel Activities) resulting in a time
saving 27% cycle time and down
time tracking.

Also, it wifi help promote a culture
of continuous improvement sin
ce it leads us to periodically eva
luate our manufacturing process
(WOW) and avoid inappropriate
or obsolete practices or policies.

Literature Review
Manufacturing pharmaceuti
cals are continuously looking for
reduce waste to improve their
processes and increase the ma
nufacturing output. This project
is focused in reduce costs avoi
ding waiting time (material and
people) to eliminate NVA tasks
in manufacturing activities using
Lean methodology. Also, imple
menting new WOW to run two
batches in parallel (additional
granulation bowl), 5S implemen
tation to manufacturing Room

402, creation of standard work
and visuals to identify Room 402.
Lean manufacturing is a systema
tic methodology applied for conti
nuously improvement that seeks
to eliminate waste in a process to
improve its productivity. The pro
ductivity is a measure of the effi
ciency of an employee, machine,
factory, or system in converting
inputs into useful outputs. Lean
Manufacturing principles were
applied to this process to elimina
te NVA tasks. The company will
create more value for customers
with fewer resources. The phar
maceutical industry in LP, unders
tands the value of their customers
and focuses its key processes to
continuously increase it. For this
case, Lean wifi be applied to the
Glatt #9 capacity increase in a de
termined period using the Kaizen
Methodology DMAJC methodo
logy wifi be developed to effort in
the customer needs and to impro
ve the process.

The researcher, as well as the com
pany, are focused in the Lean thin
king Philosophy, and observed
the current state or process which
has waste, variation, and rigidity.
In this case, the granulation pro
cess is mainly performed by ma
nufacturing operators. If a new
granulation batch is required, a
manufacturing order is created in
a software application named Sys
tem Applications and Products
(SAP). All manufacturing orders
are managed through SAP and
simultaneously linked with the
Manufacturing Execution System
(MES). Once the manufacturing
order is created in SAP, the orders
can be printed and executed.

The current granulation manufac
turing process is a wet granulation
process. The main objective of
fluid bed granulation is to produ
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ce granules that have good flow
properties and compaction cha
racteristics to enable the manu
facture of tablets with the desired
quality attributes. Granulation
process is divided in the following
main stages: Granulation solution
preparation (Povidone), Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API)
de-lumping and milling, Granu
lation Drying, Granulation mi
lling, and packaging process.

Delumping and weighing of the
API is performed in Room 5132
prior to transfer it to the granula
tion step. A fixed quantity of 279
Kg of delumped API is used at the
granulation stage.

Granulation activities are execu
ted in the fluid Bed Granulator,
Room 402, with a top spray te
chnology. Currently, only one
lot can be processed at Room 402
during the Granulation Drying,
Granulation milling, and packa
ging process.

A binder solution is prepared in a
stainless-steel tank by dissolving
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP; Po
vidone) in Purified Water (22.3
(wt)), using a low shear agitator
to mix the solution until PVP is
dissolved. The specified quantity
of 279 Kg of API that was delum
ped on Room 5132 is charged to a
fluid Bed Granulator dryer and
granulated by spraying a fixed
amount of binder solution onto
the fluidized powder After gra
nulating, the material is dried un
61 a satisfactory moisture content
is achieved.

This fluid bed granulation step
for a 300kg batch consists of two
spraying phases and one drying
phase. The only in-process test
associated with the fluid bed gra
nulation step is moisture by loss-

on-drying (LOD) at the end of the
Drying Phase, whose limit is not
more than 1.0%.

Once the granulated API is
dried, the granulated material
is passed from the product bowl
through the Bohie Turbo Sieve
(BTh) Comil equipped with a 1.5
mm screen at a velocity of 490 to
510 RPM and discharged into the
final packaging containers (plas
tic drums with two polyethylene
bags). The expected gross yield
after milling is in the range of 98
to 102

After the tasks are performed,
the manufacturing orders are ma
nually and electronically signed
in MES program. Refer to Figure
1 for current process of the granu
lation activities.

In the current process, during the
API granulation drying process,
granulation mffling. and packa
ging processes phases were iden
tified different activities as waste;
also, it was identified the varia
bffity or rigidity in the process.
These identified activities are the
following:
• Manufacturing activities in
Room 402 are not performed fo
llowing a standardize work or
visual controls. Therefore, perfor
med manufacturing activities are
executed with highly variability.
• Only one lot can be proceeded
at a time in the same Room (402)
since start the API granulation un
til completed packaging process

(rigidity). Only one granulation
bowl is available to perform the
se activities resulting in wasting
time for de-lumped material to be
granulated and people (waiting to
start the granulation step). The cu
rrent cycle time is approximately
4.4 hours lot.

There are no Down lime Trac
king to monitor and analyze the
time loss.

After the waste activities were
identified, the next step is to elm-ti-
nate the activities using Lean tools
as DMAIC methodology This
project is focused on optimize the
flow throughout the process and
add customer-value activities.
These are the activities absolu
tely required to meet the need of
the customer However, the acti
vities that uses process resources
as time, money, and people for

which the customer
is unwilling to pay
should be eliminated.

“°~ These activities are the
~ NVAActivities.

DMAIC approach
methodology will be
selected to reach the

mainly goal of to increase the gra
nulation area capacity. DMAIC
is a data-driven quality strategy
used to improve processes. It is
an integral part of a Six Sigma
initiative, but in general, can be
implemented as a standalone
quality improvement procedure
or as part of other process impro
vement initiatives such as lean [2].

The DMAIC approach will
be used as a problem-solving
methodology designed to guide
the improvement team from the
pharmaceutical industry in LP
through a systematic approach,
from defining the problem
through implementing solutions

(Pro~idone)
Sokgioos

Preparabon

Performed ~,
Room 415

~PI De- Luiiping Grarniebon ID
andM and

Perfoirned in
Room 5132

using a single
product boM

Figure 1-Current Process of the API Granulation Activities
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linked to underlying causes and
establishing best practices to make
sure the solutions stay in place.
DMAIC is an acronym for the five
phases that structure the process.
It should be executed in order and
the phases are Define, Measure,
Analyze, Improve and Control.

During the first phase, customer
is defined, their Critical to Qua
lity (CTQ) issues, the Core Busi
ness Process involved, the project
boundaries that can stop and start
of the process. In this phase, the
process is defined to be improved
by mapping the flow.

The second phase is to measure the
performance of the process invol
ved. A data collection plan for the
process should be developed. Data
is collected from many sources to
determine types of defects and me
trics. Customer studies results are
compared to determine gaps.

The third stage analyze the data
collected and the process map to
determine root causes of defects
and opportunities for improve
ment. Also, to identify gaps bet
ween current performance and
goal performance. Prioritize op
portunities to improve and iden
tify sources of variation are also
considered.

The fourth stage improve the tar
get process by designing creative
solutions to fix and prevent pro
blems. Create innovate solutions
using technology and discipline
are studied. Then, develop and
deploy an implementation plan.

The last stage, Control, considers
the improvements to keep the
process on the new path. Prevent
reverting back to the “old way”.
This stage promotes continuous
improvement for a process; there-

fore, require the development do
cumentation, and implementation
of an ongoing monitoring plan.
Finally, institutionalize the impro
vements through the modification
of systems and structures through
the training and incentives.

Methodology
This project wifi apply the DMAIC
methodology to improve the gra
nulation area output and eliniina
te the NVA tasks. The five phases
that structure the process in which
was based this project were:
• Define Phase: The first step
consisted in describe the problem,
select a project team and stakehol
ders, and develop goals based on
the voice of customer. This stage
lays the foundation for the project.
The team defined the problem,
identified customers and their
requirements, and selected the
project team, including members
who are directly affected by tho
se issues related to the problem.
Project measures, financials and
a communication plan were also
established [3] [5].
• Measure Phase: The goal on this
phase was to measure the process
to determine its current perfor
mance and quantify the problem.
Measurement systems were iden
tified or developed, validated,
and improved as required. Base
line performance were establis
hed with trustworthy data [3] [51.
Data and information about the
current process was collected to
understand the problem.

Descriptive univariate analysis
was performed to examine the
data distribution using frequen
cies, measures of central tenden
cy and dispersion. In addition,
bivariate analysis was carried out
using the independent Student’s
t-test to assess whether the diffe
rence between time averages be-

fore and after the improvement’s
implementation are statistically
significant. This Student’s t-test
was performed with a significan
ce level of p≤ .05. The data can be
showed in graphical and statisti
cal forms.

Analyze Phase: In this phase
the cause (s) of the problem were
identified. The critical inputs
were also identified. Inputs that
have a strong relationship with
the outputs and root cause were
determined [3] [5]. These critical
inputs were the drivers of the per
formance.

Improvement Phase: This
phase consisted into improve
the actual process by designing
solutions to fix and prevent pro
blems. Potentially solutions were
identified and evaluated, and the
process was optimized. The criti
cal inputs that must be controlled
were determined. Process capa
bifity and project financials were
estimated [3] [5].

Control Phase: The main pur
pose is to control the improve
ments to keep the process on the
new path. This phase promotes
continuous improvement for a
process, therefore, require the de
velopment, documentation, and
implementation of an ongoing
monitoring plan. This is the sta
ge that establishes mistake proof,
long term measurement and re
action plans. The team developed
standard operating procedures
(SOP) and established process
capability Project financials were
updated, verified, and reported.
Ownership and control were fran
sitioned to the process owner, and
lessons were documented [3] [5].

Results and Discussion
This section presents the problem
analysis and improvement results
using the Lean Methodology and
DMAIC approach.
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Define Phase
This project arises from the need
to inci~ase the capacity of the gra
nulation area process of the phar
maceutical industry in LP and
promote a culture of continuous
improvement.

Currently, lack of capacity in the
granulation area to meet demand
requirement expected was identi
fied as a potential problem to be
increased using Lean Methodolo
gy and DMAIC approach.

A multidisciplinaiy team was se
lected to work with this project.
The team developed a project
charter that presented what the
process problem is in measura
ble terms that tells how well the
process is performing today (the
baseline) and how performance
should be after process improve
ment (the goal). Other activities
for the team during the DMAIC
measure phase were to collect
data (Kaizen Event) of the current
process focusing on overall time
of each step and held recurring
meetings to analyze the data and
perform brainstorming to possi
ble solutions.

The problem was defined as vo
lume increase for granulated API
and it is driving additional capa
city requirement for granulation
area. Also, eliminate NVA tasks
during the granulation process.
Currently, company needs to pro
duce at least 160 lots per month,
monthly. The current process is
mainly performed by manufac
turing operators. In the current
process, it was identified some
activities as waste and the varia
bility or rigidity in the process
that incremented the cycle time.
These identified activities are
not performed following a stan
dardize work or visual controls.

Therefore, performed manufac
turing activities are executed with
highly variability. The limitation
of processing only a single batch
in the manufacturing Room 402
since start the granulation until
completed the packaging process
added less flexibility (rigidity) to
the process. Only one granulation
bowl was available to perform
these activities resulting in time
loss (waste) awaiting to start the
next batch. In addition, there are
no Down Time Tracldng there
fore, it suggests no consistency to
monitor and analyze the time loss
and process events.

In this stage, project measures, fi
nancials and a communication
plan were established. The actual
output represents a monthly reve
nue for the company accounted of
$5,445,210. New manufacturing
output are estimated of additional
$1,947,886 monthly in revenue for
years 2020,2021 and meet the requi
red demand. Revenues are calcula
ted based on the quantity of bat
ches and tablets produced for each
granulation batch manufactured.
After the implementation of this
project, the new output will be ap
proximately 35 additional lots per
month of API granulations. Each
granulation lot contains 300kg the
refore, it represents an additional
10,500Kg. Using a 10.500Kg of API
granulation, can be manufactured
44 lots of Finished Good (solid do
sage tablets). New additional reve
nues are calculated as follow, refer
to formula “(1)”

IS2i335 ZV.5T5
I Lot (Fiiii shed Good) Beiiefit z I = S44170.13

~ TS Hot

TS= Tiwusand (Tablets)
Thus:

(I)

Potentio.lBene~ttperMonth S44270.13 x 44 Lots Month
Si,947,886

The main goal of this project is to
obtain an improvement in granu
lation area to achieve the demand
responsiveness manufacturing
two batches of API granulation in
parallel and eliminate NVA tasks
in the granulation area.

Measure Phase
In this phase, the data gathering
was obtained from different sou
rces. First, a query from SAP sys
tem was performed to obtain the
manufactured lots from the years
2018 and 2019. The usage of equi
pment logbooks to determine the
time elapsed from the beginning
of the batch to its completion (Takt
Time) were also studied. Measure
phase also was focused on collect
data from the SAP system of the
current process concentrating on
overall time of each step (Time
Study). Go and see were perfor
med to evaluate the WOW. To
measure the performance of the
granulation area and quantify the
problem, the data was classified,
segregated, and plotted in diffe
rent graphs. A baseline perfor
mance was established with trust
worthy data.
The first graph obtained was a
monthly comparison on granula
tion lots manufactured from July
2018 to December 2019. Project
improvements implementations
were on April 2019. Data obtai
ned was measured and compared
for this period taking in conside
ration 9 months before and after
project implementation. Refer to
Figure 2.

161E.~--
200 ~° ~96843 wiA~ -

0
o~ c~ c~

Figure 2-Monthly comparison on
Granulation Lets Manufactured before and

after Improvements Implementation
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Data was evaluated for the last
two quarter of year 2018 and
year 2019. It reflects the quantity
of lots manufactured associated
to this period. Data showed no
activity for July 2018 because the
shutdown activities performed
during this month; therefore, as
this does not represent the manu
facturing activities, this month is
not considered for the statistical
evaluation.

~z Mm. Max. Median X SD

50 43 329 93 88 33

Table 1 - Descriptive Statistics for
Granulation Lots Manufactured Before

Improvement Implementation

The data analysis from period
April 2019 to December 2019 be
longs to the lots manufactured
after the improvement’s imple
mentation. Data showed for Sep
tember 2019 that only 77 were
manufactured lots. It was because
of a cleaning validation and uti
lity upgrade activities. Since this
month was not representative of
the manufacturing activities, data
for this month will not be consi
dered for statistical analysis. An
increase in the manufacturing of
granulation lots were observed
after the improvements in com
pared with the output before the
improvements.

a

50

Mi, Max. Median ~

336 165 157 155

Table 2- Descriptive Statistics for
Granulation Lots Manufactured After

Improvement Implementation

SD

IC

This output means a significant
difference of approximately 36
lots per month, considering the
maximum lots manufactured for
both periods (129 lots and 165 lots
respectively).
The results suggest that there are
statistically significance diffe
rences between the average time
(Cycle Time) that elapsed du

ring the execution of granulation
process before and after impro
vements implementation. This
represented an improvement in
process cycle time of 1.2 hrs/lot,
from 4.4 hrs/lot to 3.2 hrs/lot.

a Mm. Max. X SD 1(98) p

Before 50 239 287 264 10
47.391 5.05

After 50 382 200 92 4

Table 3-Difference Between Time (Mm.)
Averages Before and After the
Improvement Implementation

Figure 3 shows a cycle time com
parison on granulation lots manu
factured before and after impro
vements implementations. Data
obtained was measured and com
pared considering 50 manufactu
red lots before and after project
implementation.

A significant decrease in the ma
nufacturing cycle time was obser
ved after the improvements com
pared with the output before the
improvements.

Analyze Phase
lii this phase, the cause (s) of the
problem were identified. Inputs
that have a strong relationship
with the outputs and roots cause
were determined. Fishbone Dia
gram was used to analyze the root
causes. Using an affinity diagram,
the team could organize and
summarize the natural grouping
from many ideas and issues that
could have been created during a
brainstorming session. From this
summary, the team could better
understand the essence of pro—
blem and breakthrough solution

altematives. During this exercise
were evaluated Material, Method
(WOW), Machine (Equipment)
and People. The top offenders of
the current process are identified
as Method and Equipment Refer
to Figure 4.

Machine (Equipment) was iden
tified as one of the largest con
tributors for the final root cause.
Different potential causes were
identified such as lack of addi
tional product bowl. The lack of
additional granulation product
bowl limited the abffity to ma
nufacture more than one granu
lation lot in parallel. In addition,
there was no effective electronic
or manual system implemented
to monitor the equipment down
time. Without an effective down
time monitoring system results in
reduction of percentage of machi
ne available capacity Equipment
downtime not only impacts the
output of the granulation station
itselL but if it is severe enough, it
may cause a significant variation
in the arrival at the downstream
workstations, provoking conges
tion, and delay. Moreover, it
was identified that the equipment
remains without being use since
waiting for material (next batch).
This potential cause is because
of the inability to manufacture of
two lot in parallel.

For method evaluation, also it was
identified one of the biggest con
tributors for the root cause. It was
noticed that the SOP lack specifics
instructions and the flexibifity to
run two lot in parallel in the same
manufacturing Room. It was rela
ted to been followed inappropria
te or obsolete company practices
or policies (rigidity). As part of the
method evaluation, it was iden
tified a lack of standardize work
(step by step), visuals and area or-

Figure 3-Process Cycle Time Before and
After Improvements Implementation
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Re-dc ump ng(Mater a
Wa t ngto be processed)

Unde vered Mater a
(Lack of order de Ivery

system

Operators waitingthe
completion of granulatlon/

milling stepstostartthe
following batch

Less output n
Granu at on

Area

ganization. Even the 5S methodo
logy is being introducing to the
company, it had not been imple
mented in the granulation area.
“The basic housekeeping disci
pline for both the shop floor and
office is 55 (sort, straighten, shine,
standardize, sustain). 55 should
be considered in two ways: as
an everyday continuous impro
vement activity for individual
and small groups, or as a KPIV
that should impact a 30,000-foot-
level project quality or safety is
sues, 55 should be considered as
an execution strategy” [4]. New
layout for granulation Room
was proposed to establish a new
WOW. This new WOW is consi
dering performing the manufac
turing process of two granulation
batches in parallel in the same
granulation Room. Regarding to
granulation Room layout it was
identified that it must be modified
to comply with the current GMP
standard and Rooms segregation.
Therefore, new Room layout and

Room drawing must be modified
and approved.

For material, there are not order!
delivery system implemented for
material supply. Lack of order!
delivery system results in time
loss, wasting for material to be
delivered to start the de-lumping
process. It was also found that
due to not having an additional
bowl and having a problem du
ring the manufacture of a pre
vious granulation batch, the next
batch would have to be re-proces
sed due to its expiration time du
ring de-lumping stage.

For people, some types of com
monly wastes such as wasting
times and unused time of emplo
yees in the granulation area were
identified. The operators spend
time waiting the completion of
the granulation process, mean
while they did not perform any
additional task This is because of
not being able to manufacture two

batches in parallel or perform any
related task for processing the next
batch. Also, this is indicative a lack
of an standardize work system.

After evaluating the causes of the
findings dming the Fishbone Dia
gram exercise and before moving on
to the Improve Phase, the team con
firmed the proposed root causes axe
true by using data, process analysis,
process observation and comparati
ve analysis. From the Fishbone Dia
gram exercise, it was determined ac
tions to be taken to correct or prevent
these ~iluxes. Some of these actions
will be explained.

For the limited ability to manufac
ture more than one granulation
lot in paralleL it was identified the
requirement to purchase a new
product bowl. In addition, it was
determined the need to create a
new electronic downtime trac
king system.

For the lack of specific instructions

SOP instructjonsnotdefined
to run two lot in parallel

Followed inappr&ii~eorobsoletr\
practicesorpolicles(Rlgldlty)

Lack of area organization (5s
methodology not establithed)

Lack of standardized work
and visuals

Room 402 change layout and Identification
for new WoW (update drawing)

Equipment not used waitlngfor /
materi.~~xtbatchL__,,t/

No e ectronic system implemented /
to mon tor the equipment downtime

Lack of additional Bowl /
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and flexibifity to run two lot in pa
rallel in the same manufacturing
Room, it was identified that two
procedures “OperaciOn De Reves
timiento o GranulaciOn en el FIui
dizador Glatt” and “Procedimien
to para la OperaciOn Del Glatt #
9”, should be revised to include
guidelines. In addition, as part
of the method evaluation, it was
identified the need to implement
in the granulation area standardi
ze work (step by step), visuals and
area organization (55).

The need of a new layout for gra
nulation Room was identified to
establish a new WOW. This new
WOW considered performing the
manufacturing process of two gra
nulation batches in parallel in the
same granulation Room. Granu
lation Room 402 drawing should
be revised and updated to comply
with the current GMP standard
and Rooms segregation to manu
facture two lots in parallel.

For material order / delivery a
new production material reple
nishment system should be gene
rated to provide a standardized
system to assure a continuous de
livery of material.

Improvement Phase
This phase consisted in impro
ve the actual process by desig
ning solutions to fix and prevent
problems. Creating innovate
solutions using technology and
discipline. For this stage, Project
Management Fundamentals &
Kaizen DMAIC tools were used
to develop and deploy an imple
mentation plan. The following ac
tions and the benefits were part of
the implementation plan:

Cost benefit of time saving 27%
cycle time decrease (1 hour /lot
at least l700hours /year). This re
presents approximately a produc

tion increase in additional 36 lots /
month (432 lots/year). Cost re
duction from NVA waiting added
to approximately $1,947,886 per
month.

New layout for granulation
Room was established for a new
WOW This new WOW is consi
dering performing the manufac
turing process of two granulation
batches in parallel in the same
granulation Room. Granulation
Room 402 was segregated into
Side A and Side B. Side A is de
dicated to performing the granu
lation Milling and Packoff proces
ses while Side B to the granulation
process.

Procedures “Operación De Re
vestiniiento o GranulaciOn en el
Fluidizador Glad” and “Proce
dimiento pan la Operacion Del
Glatt #9” were revised and im
plemented to include specific ins
tructions to run two lot in parallel
in the same manufacturing Room.
• Process standardization was
generated and implemented for
accurate and consistent job tasks.
Having a standardized system
for process improvement can in-
crease efficiency reduce variation,
cost reduction from eliminated
NVA (waiting) and create a lean
culture. Standardize work in
cludes the granulation activities
(Step by Step) for both Room si
des (A and B) to manufacture two
lots in parallel.

The visual board and produc
tion material replenishment sys
tem were implemented to moni
tor the daily/monthly production
plan and provide a standardized
system to assure a continuous de
livery of material.

Finally, a new electronic downti
me tracking system was designed
using the Spotfire App. It was
implemented to monitor the equi
pment downtime and be able to
easily graph the lost time and its

causes to minimize or eliminate it.

Control Phase
The main purpose of this phase
is control, the improvements to
keep the process on the new path.
This phase promotes continuous
improvement for a process; the
refore, require the development
documentation, and implemen
tation of an ongoing monitoring
plan. Finally, institutionalize the
improvements through the modi
fication of systems and structures
through the training and incen
tives. Some tasks or documents
that wifi be periodically monito
red are:
• Standardize Work
• 5S
• Downtime Tracking System
• Visual Factory and Material Re
plenish System
• Procedure “Operacion De Re
vestimiento o GranulaciOn en el
Fluidizador Glatt” (SOP 07-021)
and “Procedimiento para la Ope
radOn Del Glatt # 9” (SOP 07-111)
• Personnel Training
• Governance

Conclusion
Using DMAIC approach was pos
sible to increase the Granulation
area capacity driving additional
capacity requirement at the phar
maceutical industry in LE After
collect and classify the data, Lean
Manufacturing tools were used
to determine what the possible
root cause of the granulation lot
output limitation and tasks with
no value added. As result was
obtained the improvements in
the procedures, implementation
of a new WOW to run two bat
ches in parallel, new granulation
Room layout improvement in
the granulation procedures, addi
tional product bowl to provide
additional capacity 5S implemen
tation and certification as well as
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the creation of the standard work
and a new electronic downtime
tracking system were actions im
plemented to increase the granu
lation capacity

Also, a cost benefit of time saving
of cycle time from 4.4 hrs./lot to
3.2 hrs./lot (1 hr./lot, at least 1700
hrs./year) was achieved. This
represents a 27% in cycle time
decrease. This represents appro
ximately a production increase
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